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I. INTRODUCTION
Presently the classic Hamiltonian quaternions of rotations of solid body (SB) with the parameters of Euler (Rodrigues-Hamilton) find application in the tasks of orientation of moving objects. They are rationed, have a single norm and can not be null [1] .
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Two types of the relatively new [2] , [3] , unrationed non-Hamiltonian quaternions of helf-rotations of SB are examined: (n = 1, 2, 3) of three-dimensional vector  (in connected with SB coordinate orthonormal base) -are the material classic parameters of Euler (Rodrigues-Hamilton) as real numbers [1] , [2] . They determine the quaternion of complete rotation 0      with a unit norm
Quaternions U, V emerge as a result of multiplication of the unconventional (new) rationed quaternions of helf-
At that the rationed quaternions Р, М are considered as material unit vectors in four-dimensional vectorial Euclidean space.
In contrast to quaternions Λ unrationed quaternions U, V may be null (if 0   and 2    correspondingly), their modules and norms depend on the angle  . They represent practical interest for the solving two main problems: determination of SB orientation and control of SB orientation under condition of providing the shortest turns of SB (for angles 0   and    ) in strapdown inertial orientation systems (SIOS) and control of orientation of moving objects [11] .
III. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM

A. Application of nonclassical quaternions for determination of orientation
To determine the orientation the computer computational algorithms SIOS are used [1] . One-step algorithms of the third and fourth orders of exactness with the "scaled" quaternion of the kind 0,5U have been used, for example, in a scientific and production association "Khartron" (Kharkov, Ukraine) in the task of determination of orientation of space vehicle [3] .
Particular practical interest is presented by the four-step algorithms of the fourth -sixth orders of exactness [1] , providing possibility of recurrent calculations of quaternions U, V with step H = 4h (ha permanent and minimum possible step of discretization the signals of integrating gyroscopes by time in the computer of SIOS). The article [5] shows that the four-step algorithms are more efficient when used in SIOS than the one-step, two-step and three-step algorithms. Table I . The algorithms 1, 2, 3, 5 are described in the monography [1] , algorithm 4 -in the article [6] ("smoothing" algorithm of the fourth order, got on the basis of Tchebyshev polynomials). Algorithm 6 is a new four-step algorithm (optimal conical on exactness) [12] . As seen in Table II , algorithm 3 substantially excels at exactness other algorithms (except for new algorithm 6) and is, essentially, a conical [7] algorithm (actually of the sixth order of exactness). An additional analysis showed advantages of algorithm 3 also in speed of operation. Optimal conical algorithm 6 exceeds in exactness even the four-step algorithm Litton [7] , and his calculable complication is equal to calculable complication of algorithm 4.
Algorithm 3 (as main part of algorithm of calculations of Rodrigues-Hamilton parameters) is realized [8, p. 316] in the laser aviation strapdown inertial navigation system SINS-85, serially [9] 
where α u , β u , γ u > 0 and α v , β v , γ v > 0; А u , A v are positive definite symmetric permanent operators; g J   is the vector of kinetic moment SV; J is the operator (tensor) of inertia SV;  is the angular velocity vector of SV.
To provide the control of the shortest turns of SV the function f u at u 0 < 1, v 0 > 1 (0 < φ < π) or the function f v at u 0 > 1, v 0 < 1 (π < φ < 2π) is used.
C. Pentanions of helf-rotations
On the basis of rationed Λ and unrationed U, To solve the problems of SB orientation control, for example, the five-dimensional vector can be used 
Here
are scalar product of vectors   and   of the first and the second rotation.
The systems of kinematic differential equations for five-dimensional vectors are linear and one of them looks like, for example, in a scalar-vectorial record:
. Out of five-dimensional vectors x of helf-rotations (by analogy with quaternions) the hypercomplex [8] five-dimensional systems -pentanions of SB helf-rotations appear [11] . Any pentanion is written down as a hypercomplex number (without unit vector o i ) as
, where 0 x is the scalar part of pentanion, 4 4 (
is the vector part, m x are pentanion parameters. The norm X of pentanion is determined by the scalar product: Pentanions of helf-rotations have a row of advantages in contrast to classic five-dimensional parameters of Khopf orientation [11] , got from six direction cosines of SB unit vectors.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Thus, the possibility of application of parameters of nonclassical quaternions and pentanions of SB helf-rotations is shown in the tasks of control and orientation of moving objects. Unlike the classic rationed quaternions of rotations the considered nonclassical quaternions of semirotations can be null and their modules and norms depend on the corner of Euler finite rotation of SB. Due to the special properties the nonclassical quaternions and pentanions of helf-rotations can be effectively used in the algorithms of the strapdown inertial systems of orientation and orientation control systems along with the classic rationed Hamilton quaternions of rotations or instead of them.
